
Beyond the Basics

Evolve Customer Service from PSCU gives your 

member service representatives the ability 

to provide superior member service. Superior 

means the capacity to handle any situation 

with full access to system functionality as 

well as the common requests. Evolve allows 

full service functions handled in an inbound 

customer service call center as well as back 

office. Your member service staff can access 

and update credit card accounts in real-time. 

A powerful force that’s unique from anything 

else on the market, Evolve’s fully customizable 

workflows allow credit unions to set up a series 

of events to occur automatically on cardholder 

accounts based on specific criteria. 

Customizable

Credit unions are synonymous with “making 

it personal.” Evolve’s points of customization 

ensures that the customer service you 

provide is tailored to your credit union’s 

specific requirements.  

Some key areas of customization include:

■ Help menus

■ Access based on what users need to see

■ Screens that allow for credit union branding

■ Descriptions for dropdown options

Evolve Customer Service Solution Summary

Evolve

Evolve Customer Service provides 

a direct, real time, secure VPN 

access to FirstData’s platform. 

Your credit union service staff can 

access and update credit card 

accounts in real time, using state-

of-the-art technology.

■	 Customizable	workflows	and	
drop-down menus that allow for 

automated activity and quick 

updates on cardholder accounts

■ Real-time account access and 

updates that reduce errors and 

improve accuracy

■ Fifteen security levels for your 

employees, determined by 

your credit union

■ Contact History Screen stores 

six months of account access 

and transactions

■ Highly detailed statement, 

payment and deposit screen 

history promotes superior card 

servicing environment

■ Option to process future 

address changes in advance, as 

well as view pending letter text 

and variable
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Evolve allows you to create the right 

customer service experience for your 

credit union.

Optimization

When it comes to maximizing your staff’s 

time and helping them focus on areas that 

matter most, Evolve Customer Service 

delivers! The application is user friendly, 

with a graphical user interface (GUI) with 

rules-based decisioning, and customizable 

descriptions for dropdown options that 

have been proven to significantly reduce 

time spent training. 

Detailed Reports

Our Evolve Customer Service Application 

offers superior cardholder support that 

builds customer satisfaction at every 

point of interaction and reduces typical 

processing errors. Bulls-eye accuracy and 

reporting, coupled with Evolve’s real-

time updates, means one call does it all! 

Statement history, payment history and 

deposit screens offer every applicable detail 

of the account so that your member service 

staff knows exactly what is going on and 

how they can help their member efficiently. 

Your staff will be empowered to better 

serve cardholders with full tracking details 

for call inquiries that paint a clear picture of 

the individual they’re serving. 

Automation

The foundation of great customer service 

starts with two things: the people who 

deliver the service and the tools they 

use.  The first CUSO to offer credit card 

processing, PSCU has the most experience 

in understanding what it takes to fully serve 

the member and Evolve is an extension of 

this understanding. In today’s demanding 

service environment, the member care 

you provide should not only be seen as a 

differentiating factor, but also a way to 

increase loyalty and excel in the service 

provided; Evolve can help you get there. 

Evolve
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